Meet at the White Cottage

Historic Cemetery Monitoring and Transcription,

Meet at Mary’s Chapel and Pioneer Cemetery

Located throughout the Park

archaeological sites dating from AD 800 to the early 1900s. Garrett will discuss the history of some of these special

Join Garrett Murto, Collections and Site Manager for Historic Spanish Point, on a guided tour of the park. Historic

10:00-11:00 Guided Tour of Historic Spanish Point,

9:15-9:45 Introduction to the Heritage Monitoring Scouts Program,

Saturday, August 11 - Historic Spanish Point, 337 N Tamiami Trail, Osprey

4:00-5:00 Candidates Forum: Archaeology and Rising Seas

Professor and Founding Director of New College Public Archaeology Lab

Executive Director, Florida Public Archaeology Network, University of West Florida

William Lees, PhD

Department of Anthropology, University of West Florida

Mary Glowacki, PhD

Bill Stanton

Florida Park Service

Sarah E. Miller

Southeastern Archaeological Center, National Park Service

Task Force Florida Archaeology Panelists

TID ALLY UNI TED

A PRO G R A M O F T H E U N I V E R S I T Y

FPAN.us

Tidally United Summit 2018

Presented By:

FLORIDA PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY NETWORK

New College Public Archaeology Laboratory
Friday, August 10 - Payne Park Auditorium, 2050 Adams Lane, Sarasota

8:20-8:30 Welcome!

8:30-8:45 Review of Local Heritage and Challenges in Sarasota/Manatee
Sherry Svekis, Time Sifters Archaeological Society

8:50-9:20 Keynote Address - Drowned Deserts, Breached Beaches, and Sunken Springs: How sea level rise has impacted what we know about the First Floridians
Jessi Halligan, PhD, Department of Anthropology, Florida State University

Panel Session 1: Into Planning and Practice
9:30-9:55 Five-Slides Presentations
Steve Koski, County Archaeologist, Sarasota County History Center, “With Rising Tides: Policy and Planning for Sarasota’s Vulnerable Coastal Cultural Resources”; Garrett Murto, Collections and Site Manager, Historic Spanish Point, “Turning the Tide on Coastal Erosion”; James H. Williams, PhD, Program Leader, South Florida Collections Management Center, National Park Service; Kendal Jackson, University of South Florida, “Ancient Shellscapes: Living Infrastructures”; Penelope Del Bene, Chief of Cultural Resources, Everglades and Dry Tortugas National Park, “Shifting Sand Islands at Dry Tortugas”

10:00-10:45 Into Planning and Practice Panel Discussion
Recognizing that not all heritage sites will be protected from rising sea levels, what are the places that must have conservation and preservation? Who can/should pay to protect and sustain those places? What organizations and avenues are open for residents and visitors to use to advocate for preservation? And how sympathetic are local governments and environmental groups for protecting cultural heritage? The panelists will discuss planning and current practices and advocate for innovative new approaches.

Into Planning and Practice Panelists
Stevie Freeman-Montes, Sustainability Manager, City of Sarasota; Sara Ayers-Rigsby, Regional Director, Florida Public Archaeology Network; Charlie Hunsicker, Director, Manatee County Parks and Natural Resources; Jamie Letendre, Aquatic Preserve Staff, Florida Coastal Office; Moderator: Jeffrey Moates, Regional Director, Florida Public Archaeology Network

10:45-11:00 Into Planning and Practice Perspective
Adrienne Burke, Assistant Director, Planning and Economic Opportunity, Nassau County

HMS Florida Session
11:00-12:00 HMS Florida Presentations
The Florida Public Archaeology Network (FPAN) launched the Heritage Monitoring Scout (HMS Florida) program statewide at the first Tidally United Summit in 2016. Since that time, over 300 volunteers signed up and submitted over 800 monitoring forms from across the state. These presentations will review highlights from the second year of HMS, share preliminary findings from the formal assessment, discuss overall patterns of data collected on site conditions and assessments, and present next steps of the HMS Florida program as it enters its third year in August of 2018.

11:00-11:15 HMS Florida 2018 Update
Sarah E. Miller, Regional Director, FPAN, Flagler College

11:15-11:30 HMS Florida – ARCHES Launch
Rebecca O’Sullivan, Public Archaeology Coordinator, FPAN, University of South Florida
11:30-11:50 Five-Slides HMS Case Studies

12:00-1:00 Lunch

12:15-12:30 Lunchtime Presentation
Kevan Main, PhD, Senior Scientist, Program Manager, Mote Marine Laboratory and Aquarium, “Vulnerability of Gulf of Mexico Fisheries and Aquaculture to Climate Change”

12:30-12:50 Five-Slides Presentations

Panel Session 2: Public Connections
1:00-1:15 Public Connections Perspective
Rebecca Zarger, PhD, Department of Anthropology, University of South Florida

1:15-2:00 Public Connections Panel Discussion
Climate change is a political issue. Rather than messaging the public about the scientific consensus, a more productive approach provides access to the scientific process and the flow of information. The panelists will provide productive examples of community resilience building for and from Florida, particularly southwest Florida.

Public Connections Panelists
Libby Carnahan, Marine Agent, Florida Sea Grant; Karen Willey, Around the Bend Tours; Tim Rumage, Ringling College of Art and Design and This Spaceship Earth; Gary Mitchum, PhD, College of Marine Science, University of South Florida; Moderator: Rebecca Zarger, PhD, Department of Anthropology, University of South Florida

2:00-2:20 Public Connections Perspective
Gary Mitchum, PhD, College of Marine Science, University of South Florida

2:25-2:45 Five-Slides Presentations
Diane Wallman, PhD, University of South Florida, “Archaeology as a Gateway Science for the Anthropocene”; Susan Burke, Arts and Cultural Alliance of Sarasota County, “How the Arts can Help Communicate the Urgency and Extent of Sea Level Rise”; Michelle Leahy, Manatee County Parks and Natural Resources, “Volunteers as Vital Resource”

Panel Session 3: Task Force Florida Archaeology
2:50-3:40 A call for action: With the number of archaeological and historic sites threatened by rising sea levels being in the thousands, and larger numbers by the inevitable changes in the landscape as people move from the coast, professionals are being pro-active in organizing information, discussing significance of sites, and planning for the future. The Task Force formed at the annual meeting of the Florida Anthropology Society in May 2018 will provide recommendations and open up discussions for Florida archaeology in an age of rising sea levels.
Join archaeologists at three stations throughout the park as we discuss documentation and monitoring methods for different historical and archaeological site types. Demonstrations will repeat every 20 minutes.

Galveston, Texas contains a diverse array of historical resources with historic structures, a pioneer cemetery, and archaeological sites dating from AD 800 to the early 1900s. Garrett will discuss the history of some of these special places, along with the preservation and management issues that Historic Spanish Point faces. For more information on the history of Historic Spanish Point go to: www.historicspanishpoint.org

11:00-12:00 Documentation and Preservation Demonstrations, Located throughout the Park
Join archaeologists at three stations throughout the park as we discuss documentation and monitoring methods for different historical and archaeological site types. Demonstrations will repeat every 20 minutes.

Historic Cemetery Monitoring and Transcription, Meet at Mary's Chapel and Pioneer Cemetery
Photogrammetry Demonstration, Meet at the Pioneer Boatyard
Shoreline Midden Documentation, Meet at the White Cottage